
Beyond the Night Puzzle 
 
 
Using the Braille charts below, your Bible, and your copy of 
Beyond the Night, find the answer to this question: 

 
What quote is the underlying theme of all three of Marlo’s 

new Love Stories With a Twist? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Braille Charts: 
 

 

 
 
Find the answer to each clue, then fill in the blanks on the last page! 
 

CLUE #1:  Use the charts above to translate this two-letter word from the Braille: n o 
______________ .  Now put this answer in the 1st, 5th, and 9th blanks below:   
 

CLUE #2:  Find the letter I in the Braille chart.  Say that letter out loud.  What’s another way 
to spell this sound?_________ .   Put your answer in the 2nd blank on the final page 
 

CLUE #3:  Go to page 19 in Beyond the Night.  What color blouse does Maddie take from 

her dresser?  ____________Replace the letters gand rin that word with the letter s.  What 
does this spell? ______________  Write your answer in the 4th blank below. 
 
CLUE #4:  Look up Ephesians 2:10 in the NIV or NKJV translation of the Bible.  Find the 

word in this verse that begins with the letter P ______________________.  Okay!  Now fill 
that in blank 18 below. 



 

 

 

CLUE #5:  Find the d e d I c a t I o n to Bryan at the beginning of Beyond the 

Night.  What verb is repeated in lines 3 and 4 ?_______________  Write this word in the 
blank number 22. 
 
CLUE #6:  If a finger can touch, and an eye can see, what part of the body hears?________  
Write the name of that body part in blank #6 below. 
 
CLUE #7:  In Matthew 28:6, two men in gleaming clothes tell the women at Jesus’ tomb that 
Jesus is not there, but “he is _______” What word do they use? (hint: it begins with the letter 

R)  Write that word in blank #12 below.   
 

CLUE #8:  Go to page 204 in Beyond the Night.  Find the sixth word on the fifth line down 
from the top of the page. ______________  Now write this in the 8th blank below. 
 

CLUE #9:  Translate this word from the Braille: U n d e r s t a n d   
____________________now write it in blank #14 below 
 
CLUE #10:  Find the a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s at the end of Beyond the 
Night.  Who is the first one to be acknowledged? __________ Write that name in blank #16 
below.  (Hint: the third word of the second paragraph.) 
 

CLUE #11: What word rhymes with “find” but starts with a m?  _______________.  Write that 
word in blank #10 below. 
 

CLUE #12:  Go to page 286 in Beyond the Night.  Find the sixth word in the fourth line.  
Now write that word in the 23rd blank below. 
 
 
 
_____  ______  _has__  ____, _____  ______  _has__  ____, _____  ____ _  _has__  ____ 
   1             2           3          4          5          6           7            8         9         10          11        12 
_to_  ____________ _what_  _____  __has__  __________ __for__  __ those __  __who__   
  13             14               15         16         17               18              19           20            21 
_______   _______. 
     22             23 
 

 
 

Think you have the answer?  Let Marlo know through the Contact page on her web site and 
she’ll e-mail you back to confirm the answer! 


